The posts in this discussions are for short term solutions. Taking up brooms occasionally for street cleaning drives can only become a news in news papers. We have to go for long term self sustaining solution for the problem. Everyone knows that waste should be thrown in dust bins. Bins are to be dumped in garbage dump.

But, problem here is people not following this. This is primarily because already there is lot of dirt on the streets and all around that people don't mind adding to it.

**Suggestions:**

1) As suggested in earlier suggestion, removal of garbage shall be fast enough that garbage is not seen scattered.

2) Small time food stalls and road side vendors should be asked to put a dust bin for their stall users.

3) People shall be encouraged to put the paper plates, glasses etc in that bin.

4) It shall be duty of stall owner to get the dust bin empty in the garbage dump rather than leaving it over flowing.

5) Civic agencies take up the task of drain cleaning before monsoon. All the muck taken out of drain is put on the road side along the drain. Once it rains, some of this goes back to drains and chokes it and some makes the roads even dirtier. Roads are invariably flooded every year despite such futile drain cleaning drives. This muck taken out of drains should be carried away to some road construction dump area.